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Rochdale & Charlestown Roads Corner Pedestrian Gateway proposal 
 

 
12.5.07. Corner wall, site of proposed Gateway. 

 

 
12.5.07. Gateway at David Lewis Rec.  

Perhaps similar pillars for proposed Corner Gateway. 

 

12.5.07. Gateway at Glen Avenue. 

Perhaps similar design for proposed Corner Gateway. 

 

 

BHCCAT: Boggart Hole Clough Community Action Trust.  

MCC: Manchester City Council. 

 

1.5.07 email to Kylie Ward (MCC North Area Parks Manager) from Peter 

Milner (BHCCAT Secretary).  

 

“…Talking with Cllr Mark Hackett the other day, 26.4.07, I think he agreed 

(?) that a good quality, DDA compliant, gated pedestrian entrance to the 

Clough would be very appropriate on this corner, and he asked me to contact 

you about it. 

 

I understand the present proposal is to lower the wall and put railings along 

the top. But this fails to make the most of reworking this important corner. It 

was suggested at a BHCCAT Open Meeting, 30.11.05, that the corner be 

opened up for pedestrians by installing bollards. However a Gate would 

perhaps be more suitable thereby matching other major Clough entrances. 

 

This corner is located at a busy traffic (vehicle & pedestrian) junction with 

routes branching off in different directions; one of these directions could be 

(should surely be) a pedestrian route into the Clough. Furthermore, a well 

designed, impressive pedestrian Gateway on this conspicuous corner would 

be a good advertisement for the Clough. 

 

The corner building (sadly demolished in 2004) gave the corner a function. 

Keeping the corner walled / railed off, after the building has gone, effectively 

creates a functionless, vacuous zone behind the wall in that corner (even with 

the proposed flagpole). A walled / railed corner is an impenetrable, 

unwelcoming barrier. Opening up the corner, creating a Gateway, restores a 

significant, useful function to the corner. 

 

Some BHCCAT members think that MCC should seize this opportunity to 

open up the Clough (not wall / rail it off). Allowing easier pedestrian access 

into the Clough gets more people moving through the Clough, increasing 

usage, increasing security. A new Gateway at this key location will increase 

pedestrian permeability, make the Clough more accessible and welcoming, 

and advertise the Clough to advantage…”                                                                            

 

12.5.07 email to Peter Milner from Kylie Ward.  

 
“…I have collected quotes to reduce the height of the wall and put a railing on 

top, the removal of the chain-link fence and replacement with the Park railing 

is also included.  

 

I agree that we should make this corner a real feature for the Clough and make 

it as inviting as possible, however I am concerned about the proximity of the 

suggested entrance to the crossing of the road. I am currently investigating the 

possibility of altering the position of the wall to bring it back into the Park in 

an arch, this would give pedestrians more of a warning that they are leaving 

the Park. I…would be happy to meet and discuss…”                                                        

    

18.5.07 meeting: Chaz Farghaly (MCC Manchester Leisure Contracts & 

Development Manager), Dan Silver (North Manchester Community Network 

Neighbourhood Engagement Worker), Kylie Ward, Peter Milner, Saul Mearns 

(MCC North Area Parks Warden). 

 

Agreed: to install Gateway the wall should be indented, rounded back, 

perhaps by several yards, thereby widening the corner pavement; bollards 

along inner edge of present course of pavement; traffic lights electronic box 

(in photo: grey rectangle in middle of corner) may need to be relocated; 

perhaps brick pillars as at David Lewis Rec (see photo); perhaps wrought iron 

arched Gate with Boggart Hole Clough written along arch as e.g. at Glen 

Avenue (see photo); work could be done in stages; if backing of local 

community through e.g. BHCCAT Open Meetings, then BHCCAT in 

partnership with MCC could apply for grant to carry out part of works; Kylie 

Ward to request MCC for Artist’s Impressions of proposal to facilitate further 

consultation.  
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